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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the writer presents background of study, statement of

problems, purpose of the study, scope and limitation, significance of the study and

definition of the key terms. Each section is presented as follows.

1.1 Background of Study

People have been quite familiar with works of art in their life. They can be

painting, architecture, music, or literature. Literature is a kind of art, usually written

that offers pleasure illumination, for instance, poetry, drama, prose, and novel. Terry

Eagleton defines that literature is as written works in the sense of imaginative fiction,

writing which is not literally true (1996: 1).

The main purpose of reading literature is to give pleasure, to entertain those

who willingly concentrate to it (Moody, 1984:2). Besides, it allows the reader to

think, to feel, and thus to gain new insights and new experiences.

There are many kinds of literary works, such as, novel, drama, poetry and

short story. In this study, the writer is only focused on novel. Novel is one of literary

works that often tries to reflect human life. According to Macmillan (1987:432) novel

is a long work of narrative prose fiction. He also explains that novel is a book-length

work of prose fiction, usually with a complicated plot and numerous characters.

By reading novel, people get worthwhile lessons. Novel tells about a

description and mirror of human life that may include references to real place, people,

and event. It gives not only joy and great pleasure but also messages and lesson that
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people can apply in life which they can get those from many conflicts that has to be

faced by the character so people know the way to handle difficult situation and other

human’s thoughts.

People like reading novel because the author lets the readers imagine “the

world” when they read novel. Through the character and its characterization, plot,

setting, etc., that are arranged by its author the readers imagine what they read on

their mind. Author’s ability in writing and describing the story will make the reader

interested in enjoying the novel.

Every single body in the world definitely has a kind of desire to achieve

something named ambition. People have so many reasons of their ambition and try so

many ways to reach it. Some people have good ambition with good effect to

themselves and to the environment. However, others have good ambition and bring

bad effects even worst to the surroundings. It can be a reality if someone tries and

works very hard to reach his goal. Therefore, it is normal if people have ambition in

their life but it becomes a big problem if they do something bad just to make their

ambition come true.

The writer takes a novel entitled “Perfume: The Story of a Murderer” by

Patrick Suskind because it tells the great ambition of the main character and he did all

ways to get what he wants, even it brings disaster to others. That is why the writer

takes a title: An Analysis on Grenouille’s Ambition in Patrick Suskind’s Novel

“Perfume: The Story of a Murderer”.
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1.2 The Statement of Problem

Based on the background above, the problem that will be investigated in this

study can be formulated as follow:

1. What is Grenouille’s ambition found in Patrick Suskind’s novel “Perfume:

The Story of a Murderer”?

2. How is Grenouille’s effort to get his ambition in Patrick Suskind’s novel

“Perfume: The Story of a Murderer”?

3. What is the effect of Grenouille’s ambition to his surrounding?

1.3 The Purpose of Study

This study is finding out:

1. To explain Grenouille’s ambition found in Patrick Suskind novel

“Perfume: The Story of a Murderer”.

2. To describe Grenouille’s effort or ways to get his ambition.

3. To dig out the effect of Grenouille’s ambition to his surroundings.

1.4 The Scope and Limitation

There are so many fields to be examined by the researcher. However, in this

thesis, the researcher is intended to analyze Patrick Suskind’s novel entitled

“Perfume: The Story of a Murderer” as scope. The researcher also limits this study on

the ambitions of the main character named Grenouille, because Grenouille is the

prominent character and often appears and ambition is a main problem so appeared

from Grenouille.
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1.5 The Significance of Study

It is expected that this research will eventually enrich related previous

publications.  It will motivate other English students to learn literature. Besides, we

can take lesson that having ambition is not bad, but we also have to consider the

effect of it whether it is good or not.

1.6 The Definition of Key Term

The researcher presents some definitions of key terms to avoid

missunderstanding in interpreting this study:

 Grenouille is the main character of the novel who is an orphan and

superhuman sense of smell.

 Ambition is natural desire to reach higher levels of completeness and

fulfillment. (Adler in Widarso,1984:21)

 Novel is a book-length work of prose fiction, usually with a complicated

plot and numerous characters. (Macmillan 1984: 953)

 Patrick Suskind is the author of “Perfume: The Story of a Murderer

novel”.

 “Perfume:The Story of a Murderer” is a 1985 literary historical cross-

genre novel (originally published in German as Das Parfum) by German

writer Patrick Süskind. The novel explores the sense of smell, and its

relationship with the emotional meaning that scents may carry.


